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Abstract: How do we get 500 students in a second-year core applied finance subject to grapple with the meaning of some of the basic concepts and ideas of finance? How do we determine whether or not they understand the meaning? What do we mean by "understanding concepts of finance"?

This paper reports and reflects on the outcomes of tackling these challenges by applying, in a cycle of interventions and evaluations over six years, the notion of "constructive alignment" (Biggs, 1999), attempting to maximise the consistency between the subject’s learning objectives, its assessment tasks and its teaching and learning activities. The central message, repeated consistently through all aspects of the subject, was that "learning for understanding is not only possible; it is more satisfying, more resilient, more relevant and more interesting".

Feedback from several cohorts of students demonstrates that many students:
- regard their learning experience in this subject as uniquely or unusually satisfying;
- will take a deep approach to their learning, if they perceive that this is what assessment tasks demand;
- do not enjoy rote memorization for regurgitation, but often see it as the required or only possible approach in some subjects;
- prefer workshop classes to traditional lectures, because they can learn actively;
- value learning experiences where they have a chance to try solving a problem first, and then see the teacher show how she would solve the same problem;
- prefer qualitative feedback (letter grades plus comments) to numeric marks.
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Introduction

“What I learned from this subject is that it is possible to actually understand mathematical problems. This is a financial mathematics based course, and yet I can honestly say that I did not learn one formula over the whole semester. That is not because I didn’t learn them. It was simply because there were none. I still got most of the questions right however, and I believe this is due to the fact that I actually understood the logic behind my calculations instead of just typing in numbers and hoping I’d remembered the formula correctly. This subject helped me to think about what I was doing, valuing cash flows, where they came from, effects of changing rates, and so on. I think the principles I learned from this subject will stay with me more than any set formulas I may have crammed into my head, which could so easily exit as soon as the final exam is over. I actually learned the working behind my answers!”

A student of course unit ACST201 (2000)

To a teacher of an applied mathematics subject this makes heart-warming reading. If only all students could share the insights of this student! Perhaps that would be expecting too much. Nevertheless, it is both reassuring and inspiring to know that many students can and do experience the excitement, confidence and satisfaction that come with that kind of understanding.
This paper outlines the development of the course unit ACST201 over the period 1999-2001. The development was an attempt to implement several basic teaching principles within that unit. The reflection quoted above is regarded as one small indicator of the success of the development.

**Constructive alignment**

In particular, the development aimed to achieve what Biggs (1999) called constructive alignment. Constructive alignment amalgamates two fundamental principles of education; firstly, the basic premise that learning results from what the learner does (i.e., students construct their own learning), and, secondly, that effective teaching is teaching that encourages and supports the kinds of student activities that are appropriate to achieving the program’s or the course’s set learning objectives.

Constructive alignment requires consistency between the major components of the curriculum (the learning objectives set, the teaching and learning activities planned and delivered, and the assessment tasks set) such that students are supported in the learning activities required to achieve, and to know they have achieved, the learning objectives.

In his explanations of constructive alignment, Biggs (e.g., Biggs (1999), p25) quotes Shuell (1986, p429):

“If students are to learn desired outcomes in a reasonably effective manner, then the teacher’s fundamental task is to get students to engage in learning activities that are likely to result in their achieving those outcomes.”

This deceptively simple statement provided the framework for the development. Decide what the desired outcomes are and the learning objectives are set. Design assessment tasks which relate to the learning objectives, giving students an opportunity to show that they are achieving those outcomes, and define what is meant by a reasonably effective manner. Then the teaching required is to get students to engage in learning activities appropriate to the objectives.

Shuell’s statement emphasises that the curriculum components constitute a system, whose elements are interrelated and mutually supportive, and must form an integrated whole. The teacher’s role is to weave a web of consistency.

**Weaving a web of consistency**

In his Foreword to John Biggs’ book *Teaching for Quality Learning at University* (1999), Paul Ramsden said of the author (page ix):

“He achieves unity between his objectives, his teaching methods and his assessment; and thus, to adapt his own phrase, he entraps the reader in a web of consistency that optimizes his or her learning.”

The aim of the development of ACST201 was to build a web of consistency, so that as many students as possible would take a deep approach to their learning as often as possible, and focus on the meaning of what they were discovering, whether they would normally tend to do that or whether they were doing it for the first time.
The web of consistency would have to cater for students with varying goals, different motivations, a range of preferred learning styles, differing academic orientations, various levels of confidence and differing degrees of maths anxiety, as well as variations on a host of other dimensions, as outlined in the next section.

**Context**

The course unit (ACST201: Financial Techniques, Instruments and Markets) is a second year subject, offered each year in second semester. It is a core unit in the B App Fin program, and in the Finance stream of the B Bus program. It is often chosen as an elective unit by students from accounting, economics and other programs. Prerequisites for ACST201 are 18 credit points including ACST101 with a minimum grade of P (pass).

Enrolments are high; 210 in 1999, 310 in 2000, 320 in 2001, and over 400 in 2002. The students comprise a very heterogeneous group, with diversity in ethnic background, cultural background, prior academic achievement, level of English language skills, age, study major, preferred learning style, job-hours worked per week, and prior work experience.

The main objectives of the course unit are for students to:

(a) further develop the mathematics of finance techniques they first learned in ACST101; and

(b) use the mathematics to understand some of the basic concepts and principles of finance, such as discounting cash flows, prices and yields, the effects of tax, fees and charges, interest rate risk and reinvestment risk, duration, arbitrage opportunities and the arbitrage pricing principle, pricing forwards and options, and contingent payments.

**Unit learning objectives**

To set the desired emphasis on understanding, it was felt important to express the unit’s learning aims and objectives in terms of levels of understanding. A hierarchy of levels of understanding could be directly related to the criteria set for the various assessment grades.

**Grading criteria**

The SOLO Taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982) was used as a model to construct grading criteria that represented a hierarchy of levels of understanding. The aim was to give the message that the kind of learning that would be rewarded in this course unit was understanding of increasing levels of depth.

The SOLO Taxonomy, in its generic form, appears to lend itself more readily to the humanities than to mathematical or applied mathematical subjects. However, SOLO was used as a guide in the sense that it portrays a hierarchy of levels of understanding. In the context of ACST201, this structure was implemented as a series of levels of understanding, increasing with successively higher grade levels. “Understanding” was expressed in terms of problem solving and of communication.

The thesis used was that the ability to solve problems which differed from those seen before may be closely related to the extent to which the basic principles behind the financial mathematics techniques are understood. In other words, students who rely on memorized formulae to solve standard types of problem may not “understand” the basic principles, at least to the extent that they can cope with problems that differ slightly from the norm.
The ability to solve problems that differ from the norm is regarded as an indicator of the extent to which a student “understands” the basic principles behind the financial mathematics techniques. Further, students who can solve problems which differ significantly, rather than slightly, from the norm, can be regarded as having a higher level of understanding than students who can solve problems that differ slightly but not problems that differ significantly.

Consequently, the following table of criteria for each letter grade was adopted in the year 2000:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Level of understanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>No evidence of achieving C level understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Able to perform basic numeric procedures on standard problems in familiar scenarios; able to explain the rationale for numeric procedures, and to interpret the results of those procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Able to apply basic principles to solve problems which differ slightly from the familiar; able to explain the rationale for those solutions, and to interpret the results, in clear, simple, non-technical language; able to combine two basic procedures to solve composite problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Able to apply basic principles to solve unfamiliar, non-standard problems; able to explain the rationale for those solutions, to interpret the results, and to generalise the implications, in clear, simple non-technical language; able to combine two or more basic procedures to solve composite problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overall structure of TLA's**

Past feedback from ACST201 students showed that some described themselves as “lazy” or “undisciplined”, in the sense that they often did little, or insufficient, work during semester in some subjects, and relied upon “cramming” at the end of semester, just before the final exam. Thus, another aim for ACST201 was to create a supportive infrastructure that would encourage as many students as possible to work consistently over the semester, and minimise reliance on final cramming.

Teachers often advise, instruct or warn students to work continuously throughout the semester, often with little effect. A web of consistency requires that the unit be organised in such a way that it is difficult not to work continuously. So, several supporting strands were woven:

- (almost) weekly Tutorial Tests, based on what was learned in the previous week’s workshop;
- regular (approximately every four weeks) In-Class Tests, based on several topics;
- active involvement of students in workshops, so that they were more likely to attend regularly;
- availability of revision and practice problem sets in the electronic workbook;
• regular (approximately every two to three weeks) assignments.

**Lectures as workshops**

Each week’s classes comprised one 2-hour “lecture” and one 1-hour tutorial. Tutorial classes ranged in size from 25 to 35 students, depending largely on the size of the classrooms available.

In order to involve as many students as possible in active learning, the “lecture” classes were conducted more like workshops. Short mini-lectures of perhaps 10 to 15 minutes’ duration were used to introduce new ideas, or to pose problems or problematic scenarios.

Realistic financial problems were presented, and students were asked to think how they would use their financial mathematics to solve them. After a few minutes, students were asked to discuss and compare their approaches in groups of two or three.

Solving the problem was then modelled “live” by the lecturer, with emphasis on working from first principles to produce an equation from which the required solution could be found. Whenever feasible, all steps in working towards a solution were written “live” on overhead projectors, so the whole process was transparent. The emphasis during “live” problem solving was on explaining the rationale for, and the meaning of, every equation written down in financial terms, or in plain English, but not in mathematical terms.

Handouts provided at workshop classes included copies of all problems tackled, so that students did not have to waste time copying down the problem details. They were encouraged instead to start thinking about how they would solve the problem. Students were able to access detailed copies of the full solutions from the Economic & Financial Studies Reference & Information Centre (ERIC) after the workshop.

**Workshop class climate**

To facilitate active learning during workshops classes, it was felt important to encourage collaboration. Getting students to discuss possible solutions, and explanations for calculation results, in groups of two or three seemed a better route to maximum activity than relying on solo effort. So a high priority was to establish and maintain a personal, friendly atmosphere, in which as many students as possible would feel relaxed and comfortable enough to join in discussion with their peers.

At the beginning of the first class, the lecturer introduced himself and shared a little of his family and professional background and his leisure interests. Also, in the first class, “ice breaker” activities were used to encourage each student to meet and learn a little about at least three other students. In subsequent classes, the lecturer made a point of beginning each class with a smile and a welcome, and with some brief informal chat about sport or his research or current affairs or something else unrelated to the day’s topic.

**Electronic workbook**

Students were advised to purchase an electronic workbook from an Internet publishing company named Perdisco. The workbook, authored by the ACST201 lecturer, provides several sets of problems relevant to the topics dealt with in ACST201. Some of the problem sets review concepts and techniques which students should have learned in the prerequisite unit ACST101. Other sets provide week-by-week problem solving practice for the main topics in the unit. Finally, the workbook provides the five assignments that form part of the assessment regime in ACST201.
In return for the purchase price ($30), students receive a username and password which gives them access to the workbook on the Perdisco website. They are then able to use their workbook all day every day, from wherever they can get Internet access. Each student receives a different collection of problems for each set, because numeric and other variables in each problem are randomized. Also, each time a student attempts a particular problem set, it is presented with different numeric values. The review and practice sets can be attempted as many times as the student wishes.

Having accessed a problem set, the student can enter her answers then and there, or can print the questions and enter the answers later (but within 48 hours of the first access). On entering her answers, the student receives immediate feedback, in the form of a percentage score, together with full, step-by-step solutions to each problem, individualized for the actual randomized values in the questions. The feedback can be printed if desired.

The five assignments provided with the workbook are accessible for preset ten-day periods, timed to mesh with the schedule of workshop topics. Each student has two attempts at each assignment, and the higher of the two scores is recorded. A different set of randomized values is used for each attempt.

It was decided to allow two attempts at each assignment in order to give the clear message that, in this unit, the primary objective is for students to learn the material covered as thoroughly as possible, and to emphasise that a mistake is not an opportunity for a teacher to penalise a student, but an opportunity for the student to learn from the mistake.

**Communications: Course unit web site**

A WebCT site was established for the course unit. Its primary function was to provide a communications platform for student/teacher and student/student interactions. Students were given access to both private and public (ie bulletin board style) e-mail. Thus they could contact the unit lecturer, either privately or publicly, and other students, either privately direct or publicly via the bulletin board.

The WebCT site was also used as a noticeboard, where the lecturer could post reminders of, changes to, and clarifications of administrative matters, and as a source of copies of workshop Powerpoint slides and handouts, Tutorial Tests and solutions, In-Class Tests and solutions, past exams and solutions, Learning Portfolio specifications, etc.

**Assessment tasks**

Assessment in the unit was based on a package of components:

- best six results in nine 15-minute Tutorial Tests;
- results in all three 50-minute In-Class Tests;
- results in all five Assignments;
- a Learning Portfolio;
- a 3-hour written Final Exam.

Such an extensive and varied package was chosen for several reasons:

- to provide a range of types of assessment task, in order to cater for varying learning styles among students, giving as many students as possible an opportunity to demonstrate their learning in terms of their own particular strengths;
• to provide a framework encouraging continuous effort throughout the semester (instead of a disjointed series of increased efforts just prior to major assessment events);

• to optimize the mastery at the time of concepts and techniques encountered early in the semester, so that they are well understood when required to help understand new applications later in the semester.

**Choice of assessment weightings**

Students were given a choice of two assessment weightings. One gave more emphasis (about 60%) to the Final Exam, and less (40%) to the other components, while the other put less weight (about 50%) on the Final Exam, and more (50%) on the “during semester” components.

The rationale for giving this choice was that students would tend to value more highly, and therefore pay more attention to, a learning “contract” which was not all one way, but in which they had some influence over the way things happened.

Although the difference in weights was not great, many students said they valued this choice, because it gave them the opportunity to allow for their own perceived strengths and weaknesses in performing on different types of assessment task.

**Tutorial Tests**

In most weeks (nine of thirteen), the tutorial began with a 15-minute Tutorial Test, comprising 5 or 6 short problem-style questions based on the previous week’s workshop class. Tutors distributed the Tests, which students attempted without access to notes or other material. At the end of the 15 minutes, tutors supervised redistribution (in a different way each week) of the Test papers amongst students, and each student then “marked” another student’s paper while the tutor worked through the solutions. Finally, the tutor collected the papers, to record the marks and return them the following week.

Students thus had immediate feedback on their Test performance. They could also access copies of the Test problems, and sample solutions, on the unit web site, immediately after all tutorials for the week were completed.

The Tutorial Tests also provided incentive for students to “keep up to date” by regularly revising what they learned at the weekly workshops.

**In-Class Tests**

In each of weeks 4, 8 and 11 of semester, a 50-minute written Test was held, during the first half of the regular 2-hour workshop class. The Test comprised four or five problems, testing what had been learned in the approximately 4-week period since the previous Test (or since the start of semester).

Students had to attempt these Tests under difficult circumstances. The venue was a lecture theatre where there were few spare seats. Instead of a desktop students had only the small fold-down rest to work on. This meant they had little space to juggle the question paper, an answer booklet, their one-page summary sheet and a calculator. They must have also felt quite “hemmed in”, in an almost-full lecture theatre where the inevitable tension generated by a test must have made many feel quite stifled.
In order to minimise the temptation to copy other students’ answers in such close quarters, two versions of each Test were written, with each printed on different coloured paper. Each version comprised an equivalent set of problems, but the numeric values in each were different, in order to produce different solutions.

**Learning Portfolio**

Students were asked to submit, a couple of weeks before the end of semester, a Learning Portfolio comprising three tasks. Two of the tasks involved building a spreadsheet model, and the third task was a reflective writing exercise.

**Reflective writing task**

After about nine weeks of the semester, students were asked to reflect on their learning experiences in the unit. They were asked to write one to two pages on:

- how they had approached their learning in this unit;
- how their approach compared with their learning in other units;
- what links they saw between what they learned in this unit and what they learned in other units;
- what they thought of the workshop classes and the tutorials;
- what they thought of each of the assessment components;
- anything else they wished to say about their learning in the unit.

**Spreadsheet modeling tasks**

Students were asked to construct two spreadsheet models, where each model performed financial calculations or analysis related to topics dealt with during the unit. One model was to price a bond of any given characteristics, and another was to determine the duration of a fixed interest financial instrument.

**Types of question in In-Class Tests and Final Exam**

To reinforce the stated course unit learning objectives and grading criteria, expressed in terms of levels of understanding, the questions set in Tests and Exam were designed to reflect the hierarchy of understanding.

Typically, a question would have several parts (see the sample question in Appendix B). The first part would comprise a standard problem in a familiar scenario requiring

**Use of a summary sheet in tests and final exam**

Students were told they could bring with them to each of the three In-Class Tests, and the final exam, a single A4 sheet of paper, with anything they liked written or printed on one or both sides of the sheet. This was quickly dubbed a “cheat sheet” by many students!
The purpose of this measure was to reinforce the notion that what was important in this subject was to achieve understanding of the basic principles and how to apply them. Memorizing formulae, or other material, was neither necessary nor desirable. Students could bring with them to all exam situations whatever reference material they thought they may need (so long as it could be ‘stored’ on one A4 sheet of paper).

Student feedback on experience of using the “cheat sheet” has often featured these comments:

- the sheet is often not used during the tests, partly because time is considered to be short, partly because the types of questions asked are such that reference to the material on the sheet is not helpful, and partly because the process of producing the sheet helps to ensure that the material is learned anyway;

- the sheet’s greatest value is its role as a “security blanket”; ie many students report being less anxious and more confident in the knowledge that temporary “mental blocks” are not going to be a major problem because they can refer to the sheet as a prompt;

- the process of producing the sheet is a valuable form of revision which itself constitutes learning, which makes the process worthwhile even if the sheet is not used during the test or exam.

Samples of students’ comments include the following:

- “The one page sheet we are allowed to bring in to tests is a good idea because, even though I never have time to look at it, it makes for a less stressful environment.”

- “… and reduce the pressure caused by the tests …”

- “… even if I don’t use it, it is a nice security blanket …”

Observation of students’ summary sheets during tests and exams suggests that there are a number of approaches taken to producing the sheet. Some focus on definitions, concept explanations, formulae, lists, the steps involved in standard procedures and personalised reminders of things easily overlooked or things which have previously caused problems. Others take particular problems from workshops, practice sets, assignments and previous or past years’ tests and write out both the problem and its step-by-step solution.

Each year, a small number of students reported that they did not take advantage of this opportunity for the first test because they did not think it was genuine. They thought that the lecturer was joking when this was announced!

Outcomes

Students provided vast amounts of feedback, through both the reflective writing exercise and the last question in the final exam, which was a “letter to a friend” exercise (Biggs, 1999, p) asking them to explain to a friend what they had learned during the semester in ACST201. The text of the exam question is in Appendix A.

The students’ responses to both these exercises produced clear examples of surface, deep and achieving approaches. Many students reflected at length, or in depth, on their learning, frequently offering valuable (from the teacher’s perspective) insights into their perceptions of university study, learning, teaching, assessment, classes and so on. Surface approaches usually produced short, superficial answers to the trigger questions, just (or not quite) satisfying the minimum length of one page. Some students (blessedly few!) interpreted the
task as requiring the showering of false or exaggerated praise on the course unit and the teacher. Such cases were somehow obvious – the “manufactured” praise had a hollow ring.

**Conclusions**

The author experienced for many years of university teaching the frustration of trying, largely unsuccessfully, to inspire, encourage, beg, cajole or pressure students into taking a deep approach to their learning of applied mathematical subjects, and out of resorting to formula memorisation and “plugging in numbers”. The problem was that what the author was saying, loudly and often from the front of a crowded lecture theatre, was drowned out by what students perceived to be the demands of assessment (eg test and exam questions which could be answered by plugging numbers into standard formulae), the message of textbooks (practise the same types of problem over and over), the roaring of grading based on the accumulation of marks (never mind quality learning, just focus on quantity of marks and you'll get there by accumulating enough little bits of credit), reinforced by the all-pervasive, ever-present institutional context (saying forget about learning, it’s all about prerequisites, grades, credit points, coherent studies, grade point averages, corequisites, avoiding plagiarism, misread timetables and special consideration).

Applying the principle of constructive alignment, by building a web of consistency, with a central and consistent message that “learning for understanding is possible, more satisfying, more resilient, more relevant and more interesting” works.

The feedback from students is the main indicator of the success of the approach. While not all students took a deep approach to their learning, and many still relied on a surface approach of memorizing formulae, plugging in numbers and memorizing standard responses to requests for explanations, many students did strive to understand, and found it a refreshing, stimulating, enjoyable and, often, novel experience.

**Further developments**

In order to reduce the chance of lecturer burn-out, the following possibilities need to be explored in the next round of development:

(a) training casual tutors to undertake qualitative grading and feedback;

(b) greater use of self and peer assessment.
Appendices

Appendix A: “Letter to a friend” question from Final Exam

The following “letter to a friend” question was used in the final exam for ACST201 on several occasions:

You receive a letter from one of your close friends who is also a Macquarie University student. Your friend says in the letter:

“I’m trying to plan my study program for next year. I’m thinking of enrolling in ACST201 as an elective unit. I know you did this subject this year. It will help me to make up my mind if you can tell me what you learned from ACST201. But don’t tell me what the university calendar or the unit outline or the lecturer said you were supposed to learn – tell me what you actually learned.”

In not more than 300 words, draft your letter in reply, explaining to your friend what you have learned from ACST201 this year.

Appendix B: Typical Test or Exam question

This question was used in a Final Exam for ACST201. Each part requires for its solution the use of a technique know as “contingent payments”. The classification of each question part in terms of level of understanding required was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question part</th>
<th>Type of understanding</th>
<th>Grading level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part (a) is a straightforward application in a familiar scenario. Students had seen a similar problem solved in a workshop class, had practised solving similar problems in the electronic workbook, and had already attempted a similar problem in In-Class Test 3.

Part (b) has a slight twist from Part (a), which cannot be handled by the standard formula.

Part (c) is similar to a problem seen before, but has a different quantity as the unknown whose value is to be found.

Part (d) is quite different to problems seen before, and is asking for both analytical and communication skills to be demonstrated.

Question 3

1. A life insurance company sells a one-year term insurance policy which pays a death benefit of $100,000 at the end of twelve months if the policyholder dies at any time during the year. The policyholder pays a single premium of $P at the start of the year. The company has to pay costs of $60 per policy at the start of the year. The
company can earn 8% pa interest on funds invested for one year. Assuming that the probability is 0.00045 that the policyholder will die before the end of the year, find the amount of the single premium ($P), rounded to the nearest cent.

2. Recalculate the premium ($P) in (a) if the company has to pay costs of $55 per policy at the start of the year, as well as costs of 0.8% of the death benefit at the end of the year (but only if the death benefit is actually paid). All other details are the same.

3. A bank makes one-year loans to small business clients and charges an interest rate of $ j_2 = 18\%$. Each loan is repayable with a single payment at the end of twelve months, consisting of the amount borrowed plus interest. The bank’s research suggests we can expect that in 86% of cases the borrower will repay the full amount borrowed with full interest, in 9% of cases the borrower will repay the full amount borrowed with no interest, in 4% of cases the borrower will repay half the amount borrowed with no interest, and in 1% of cases the borrower will repay nothing at all. What rate of interest ($ j_2$), rounded to two decimal places, can the bank expect to earn on its whole portfolio of loans of this type?

4. As a financial consultant, you have advised a client that the appropriate price for a corporate bond, to earn a yield-to-maturity of $ j_2 = 7\%$, is $95.694$ (per $100$ face value). The corporate bond will mature (at par) at the end of 5 years, and pays half-yearly interest at 8% pa. Your client says he doesn’t understand how the price can be below par (ie below $100$ per $100$ face value) when the required yield (7%) is below the coupon rate (8%). You did not make a mistake. Write an explanation to your client of why the price you recommended is below par, even though the required yield is below the coupon rate.

**Appendix C: Selection of extracts from student feedback**

Here is a selection of edited extracts from the reflections of a number of students on their learning experiences in an offering of ACST201 during 1999 or 2000:

*Most importantly, in this subject I developed a way of learning which will help me in other subjects, including those not specifically to do with finance. The tutorial and class tests force you to understand every stage before progressing and aid you in studying throughout the year. It gives you a better knowledge of the work and doesn’t make you study so much for the final exam. It is very important to know why you work out a problem in a specified way, rather than just knowing how to do it. It makes it far easier for you to adjust your method for a slightly different circumstance and makes what you have learnt much more useful in the real world where nothing is as simple as a problem found in a textbook.*

*As odd as this may sound, I learned to understand my knowledge. Usually I am taught formulas and I learn the formula and how to apply it. However, as far as understanding the actual applications or magnitudes of variables it would be very hazy. This class has taught me to “pause … think” and not in a bad way because when you understand (the “ohhhh … yeah!” part) it’s most satisfying. Why? Well when you understand the fundamentals and applications you think how did I ever get this wrong. Similar to riding a bike – once principles are understood you don’t have to study it or go back and learn it. You can just hop back on the bike when you need to. So once you sit down and understand why it will cut the study time in half as you can’t study what is now very straightforward and logical.*
I can only highly recommend this course as you actually learn/understand and grasp subject matter such that when you finish an exam the logic and applications will stay with you not to be erased as you pass out of the doorway. Because of this you will leave with the satisfaction of a real outcome and not a final grade on how good your memory skills are.

What I learned from this subject is that it is possible to actually understand mathematical problems. This is a financial mathematics based course, and yet I can honestly say that I did not learn one formula over the whole semester. That is not because I didn’t learn them. It was simply because there were none. I still got most of the questions right however, and I believe this is due to the fact that I actually understood the logic behind my calculations instead of just typing in numbers and hoping I’d remembered the formula correctly. This subject helped me to think about what I was doing, valuing cash flows, where they came from, effects of changing rates, and so on. I think the principles I learned from this subject will stay with me more than any set formulas I may have crammed into my head, which could so easily exit as soon as the final exam is over. I actually learned the working behind my answers!

If I had to choose a word to describe ACST201 I would have to say it was “more”. I have found it more challenging, more stressful, more frustrating, more rewarding, more demanding and more enjoyable than my other units.

I found applying knowledge to problems not previously encountered was of course painful. Fear of this made me work that much harder, and have to think about things. But instead of just learning steps in a process I understand it better, so the reward is greater.

Overall this unit has exceeded my expectations. It has the potential to be taught very badly, but fortunately the reverse has been true. The lecture notes were clear and concise, and Perdisco simplified problem practising, and provided good explanations. Thank you for doing your job so well (helped by a good sense of humour, and personality). I’m sure it will be a hard act to follow.
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Weaving a web of consistency: a case study of implementing constructive alignment. Article. Jan 2000. Of concern is the study of the general degenerate second-order differential operator $Au(x) := (x) u''(x) + (x)u'(x)$ in the framework of a weighted continuous function space on an arbitrary real interval, when particular boundary conditions are imposed. We show that such operators, frequently arising, for instance, from theoretical models in $Fi$ The alignment of these three elements will ensure the course of study flows well and that the student experience will be one of cohesion between what they are expected to learn, the learning activities they undertake, and the assessment used to determine their progress. WHY USE IT? Ensuring alignment means that students assume a deeper approach to their learning when they are trapped in a â€œweb of consistencyâ€ [Biggs (1999)]. For example, if a learning outcome aims for students to develop communication skills, you will need to align it with activities to practice those skills, and assessment to In elaborating constructivistsâ€™ ideas Arends (1998) states that constructivism believes in personal construction of meaning by the learner through experience, and that meaning is influenced by the interaction of prior knowledge and new events. The second notion is that learning is an active rather than a passive process. The passive view of teaching views the learner as â€œan empty vesselâ€ to be filled with knowledge, whereas constructivism states that learners construct meaning only through active engagement with the world (such as experiments or real-world problem solving). Information may be passively received, but understanding cannot be, for it must come from making meaningful connections between prior knowledge, new knowledge, and the processes involved in learning.